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A 

VOCABULARY 

A. Write correct word for each definition: 

1.  Tell somebody that something is good: ……………..  

2.  To stop being angry with someone :   ………………. 

3.  To make greater or higher : ………………….. 

4.  To think about a problem or situation until you find the answer:  …………………. 

 
 
 

1 

B B-  Choose the correct answer:  

5. A: How is the project going on? 

    B:  Unfortunately, the whole project ended in …… right from the start. 

    a. failure             b. care             c. worth            d. origin 

6.  Some houses were destroyed because of strong …… . 

    a. wind              b. rain                 c. point        d.  snow 

7.  The police believe that the fire started…… . 
   a. accident                 b. accidental       c. accidentally        d. accidents            

8.  The prices in this store are fixed and ….. so stop haggling over the price please. 
   a. unchangeable                   b. changing         c. changeable                d. changed  

 
 
 

1 

 
 

C 

C. Complete the sentences with the words given. There is one extra word. 

 

(entries, meal, advice, food, abbreviation) 

 9.   A: Do you know what PC stands for ? 

       B: It is the …… of personal computer. 

10. Listening to the  …… of older people improves our lives . 

11.  After the class I had a short break. So I had fast ……  . 

12. Some …… are updated in the most recent edition of famous dictionaries. 
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  ادامه سوال در صفحه دوم 
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D 

D. Write s sentence for each picture: 

                                           
 

13……………………………….                                  14. ………………………… 

 
 
 
 

1 

 
 
 
 

E 

II. GRAMMAR 

E: Choose the correct answer: 

15. Which sentence is grammatically correct?  

   a. The butter always keeps in the fridge .       b. We weren’t inform about the results. 

   c. English is spoken in many countries .         d. Negin’s money stole in the train. 

 

16. Reza never studies his lessons carefully, ……….? 

   a. does Reza              b. doesn’t Reza              c. does he          d.  doesn’t he    

 

 17. A: What did you do in the class today? 

     B: We had a test but first the lesson …… before the test. 

     a. reviewed             b. was reviewed                    c. is reviewed     d. reviews 

 

18. A: Do you have enough money? 

    B: Yes, My mother ……….. me some money before leaving home. 

a. gave                   b. was given                            c. is given            d. give 

 

19.  Have you seen those people …… we met on holiday?  

   a. who                           b. which                                  c. where              d. when                        

 

1.25 

F F: Combine the following sentences. Use an appropriate relative pronoun. (who, whom, 

or which) 

 

20. Isn’t that woman? She lives across the road from you. 

 

0.75 

G G:  Complete the following sentences: 

  21. If I arrived late to school, …………………………………………. 

   22.. I am your older sister, ………………. ?  

 

1 

H G:  Answer the following question in passive voice. 

23. A: Did they pay you any money? 

    B: No,  ……………………………. 

24. A: Has the mechanic fixed the car? 

    B: Yes,  ……………………………. an hour ago. 

1 
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III. READING 
I- Short comprehension: Read the following sentences and circle the answer:  

 

25. Respect and care for elders start with our parents as they are our first teachers in our 

life. the underlined pronoun refers to …… . 

     a. elders             b. parents           c. teachers         

 

26. There are also dictionaries which translate words into other languages. Very often one 

volume translates both ways. The underlined word means …… . 

    a. amount          b. sound level      c. book              

 

27.  Hafez is known to be the inspiration for many poets and authors around the world. We 

understand from this sentence that …… . 

    a. There is no poet better than Hafez.  

    b. Other poems takes idea for their works from Hafez 

    c. Hafez takes idea for his poet from other poets 

 

28. These are the two words at the top of each page that show the first and last entries on 

the page. These words will help you find the word you are looking for in the right letter 

section. We call these words …………………. 

a. guide words        2. Definitions       3. collocations 
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I 

I. Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

     Speaking a foreign language is what most people want. Every year many people start 

learning one language. Many people try at home with books and tapes. Some use radio or 

TV programs, thousands go to the evening classes. If they use the language only 2 or 3 

times a week, it will take a long time to learn a language like language learning at school. 

Some try to learn a language fast by studying for 6 hours or more a day. 

Some travel to the country where the language is spoken to learn it because they have to use 

the native language there and learn it more quickly. However, most people do not have 

money to travel to a foreign country. Some people need the language to do their work 

better. For example, students, doctors, and scientists need to read foreign books and reports. 

Others need it for some other purposes. 

Whether the language is learnt quickly or slowly, it is hard. Laboratories and good books  

and tapes will help, but nothing can be as helpful as a good teacher. 

29. Language learning at school … … . 

  a) may take years to learn a language              b) doesn’t prepare children for life 

 c)is the quickest way to learn a language    d)is harder than learning language at home 

30. According to the text, most people do not have enough money to … .  

     a) do their work better                           b) go to the evening classes 

     c)read foreign books and reports          d) travel to a foreign country   

31. We understand from the text that learning a language through … is  more effective. 

      a) the use of labs and tapes                           b) the help of a good teacher 

      c) traveling to other countries                      d) good books and reports 

32. The text says no matter the language is learnt slowly or quickly …… .     

       a) it takes little time to learn                        b) it’s difficult work       

       c) you have to go to school to learn             d) it’s better to learn with a tape 
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J 

 

IV . Writing 

J. Correct the underlined words using and, but, or and so. 

33- She didn’t invite me to her birthday party, so I went.   

34.  Clean your room, but don’t forget to make your bed.   

35.  My knee started hurting, but I stopped running. 

36.   You can study hard for this exam so you will fail." . 

2 

K K. Put the words in correct order: 

37. but/ /in the yard  /  our dog /prefers/ in the house / to stay/likes to play /our cat. 

38.should /the dishes /do / you/  /wash/or/ your homework/should/you 

 

2 

L L. Complete the sentences to make compound sentences.: 

39. I often forget things, so …………………………………. 

40.  The teacher taught the new rules, and ……………………………….. 

 

 
 

2 

 M. Look at each pairs of pictures and write a compound sentence  using “or” and “but”. 

41.                     

 

42.               
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                                                                   Good Luck                                                 جمع نمره
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A  
 VOCABULARY   

            2.  Forgive             3.  Boost           4.  figure out  

  
1  

1.  recommend 

B  B-  Choose the correct answer:   
5.     a. failure             6.      a. wind              7.  b. accidental       8.  a. unchangeable         

  
  

1  

  
  

C  

  

 9.   abbreviation 10.  advice 11.   food 12. entries   

  
1  

  
D  

                                            

 جمله سازی دانش آموز 

  
1  

  
  
  
  

E  

 II. GRAMMAR   

Choose the correct answer:  

. c. English is spoken in many countries            16. c. does he            
. b. was reviewed                    18. A. gave                   19.     a. who                             

1.25  
E:  

15 

 17 

F  20. Isn’t that the woman who lives across the road from you?  0.75  

G   جمله سازی دانش آموز 
  

1  

H  G:  Answer the following question in passive voice.  

23. I wasn’t paid any money.               24. it has been fixed  

1  

  
  

I  

 III. READING   

a. elders             26. c. book               

b. Other poems takes idea for their works from Hafez      28. a. guide 

words          

  
4    

25.  
  

27.   
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I  

    

29. a) may take years to learn language     
30. d) travel to the country where the language   

31. b) the help of a good teacher              32. b) it’s difficult work          

  
  

4  

J  

 IV .  Writing  
but           34.  and       35.  So  36.   or  

2  
33-  

K  K. Put the words in correct order:  

37. Our dog likes to play in the yard, but our cat prefers to stay in the house  

38. You should do your homework, or you should wash the dishes.  

2  

L   اموز دانشجمله سازی  

  

  
  

2  

 جمله سازی دانش اموز   

  

  

2  

                                                                    Good Luck                                             جمع نمره     
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